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Looking forward
in the aftershock
THE SCOTT DAVIES COLUMN

Scott’S corner

Before anything else this week I
think it’s important I place on record
my thanks to Micky Mellon for
everything he has done.

He brought me to fleetwood, he
gave me my career and for that I owe
him an awful lot.

of course, after the events of
Saturday we were all a bit shaken.

The dressing room was very down.
But we can’t dwell on what has

happened.
The chairman, I know, makes

every decision in the best interests of
the club and we all have a job to do.

I think a lot of people will have
forgotten about the game on
Saturday, given what happened
afterwards.

But we won’t forget the mistakes
we made.

every goal they scored, even the
second, which was a fantastic strike,
was gifted to Aldershot.

We made it too easy for them and
we can’t keep making those kind of
mistakes – we all know that.

The next two games are very tough
ones. Southend are on a good run and
Gillingham are the stand-out team so
far this season.

I’ve said before, though, that we
have got a good squad of players at
fleetwood, good enough to compete
against any side.

We’ve got to go into these games
and play at the level we know we
can. We need to put out of our mind
what is going on off the pitch, go out
there and get the results.

of course, just like the supporters,
we’ll all be wondering what is going
to happen next.

You can’t help keeping one eye on
the speculation.

The players have spoken about it
already.

But whoever comes into the club
will bring their own ideas, and until
it happens we just have to keep
working hard and try to get back to
winning ways.

In Craig Madden and Steve
Macauley we couldn’t have two
better people to look after us.

They are both fantastic guys to
work for and we’ll be throwing
ourselves into training this week.

everybody will want to do their
very best for them, starting on
Saturday against Southend.

FLEETWOOD TOWN

ByLIZOWEN

Fleetwood town 2
Aldershot town 3
fleeTWood Town
crashed out of the fA Cup
at the hands of league Two
rivals Aldershot Town in
a defeat which ultimately
cost manager Micky
Mellon his job.

Mellon was sacked hours after
the final whistle following a poor
run of form in which Town had
won just one game in six, and their
unconvincing display at Highbury on
Saturday allowed the Shots to leave
victorious and earn a third round tie
against Rotherham United or Notts
County.

Despite drawing first blood
through Junior Brown, Fleetwood
relinquished their advantage as
the visitors fought back to secure
back-to-back away wins, while David
Ball’s fifth goal of the season two
minutes from time came too late to
have any bearing on the outcome.

Having warned of his intentions
just five minutes earlier, as Scott
Davies expertly pushed clear his
curling free-kick, Peter Vincenti
gave Aldershot the lead on the stroke
of half-time

A threatening run from Kieron
Cadogan was quelled but Alan
Goodall’s careless attempt at a
breakaway pass was sent straight to
Vincenti, who let loose a thunderous
but perfectly precise 35-yard strike
which thumped into the top-right

corner; Davies was helpless to
prevent it.

Fleetwood had broken the
deadlock after 10 minutes following
a Goodall free-kick, the left-back’s
crosses causing panic amongst the
Shots’ defence early on.

Brown netted his seventh of the
season after latching onto the end of
his set-piece and swiftly poking home
the rebound after he and Ball had
scrambled for the chance.

But the visitors waited just eight
minutes to equalise, as Danny Hylton
scored his third FA Cup goal of the
campaign.

After a long pass forward was
knocked down by Craig Reid,
Hylton had an abundance of space
to unleash a left-footed drive which
bounced its way into the back of the
net past an outstretched Davies.

And Fleetwood’s ‘keeper may
watch back Aldershot’s third and
wish he had acted differently;
Michael Hector found Hylton from
inside his own half and the Shots
striker outpaced Steve McNulty
down the right, luring Davies several
yards off his line to send a low angled
shot into an unguarded net.

Ball struck late on after Gillespie,
who replaced Barry Nicholson
after 57 minutes but was allowed
little action on the ball in his first
November appearance, attempted a
shot at Jamie Young, which deflected
off Sonny Bradley and looped
misleadingly towards the net.

As the Shots keeper fell,
bewildered by the direction of
the ball, he could only palm it
awkwardly into the path of the

oncoming Fleetwood striker, who
had the easy task of guiding it into
the back of the net to give the Cod
Army some small hope.

But even with five minutes of
injury time, every launch upfield
found its way back to Davies, while
Jamie Milligan fired agonisingly
wide at the death.

The back four had been somewhat
reshuffled after Youl Mawene missed
his first game in 14 after suffering a
broken foot, while Dean Howell and
Curtis Obeng were still feeling the
effects of a sickness bug, the latter
not even on the bench – although
Howell was recalled 13 minutes from
time after McNulty was forced to exit
the fray with a calf problem.

It was Goodall pulling most of the
strings inside the first half; as well
as making frequent ventures into
enemy territory, the 30-year-old had
managed to deny the Shots further
at the other end, making a powerful
defensive header to prevent the

unmarked Cadogan from receiving a
left-sided cross.

The home side initially looked
determined to draw level after the
interval, epitomised by a resolute
Shaun Beeley who made frequent
bursts down the right as he
attempted to deliver the ball forward.

But following Hylton’s second
strike, Fleetwood’s tenacity fizzled
out into a performance which did
not particularly warrant a passage to
the next stage of the competition and
perhaps one which Andy Pilley and
co had seen too often in recent weeks.
FLEEtWooD: Davies, Beeley, Goodall,
Mcnulty (Howell 77), Marrow, Brown,
Ferguson, Johnson (Milligan 45), nicholson
(Gillespie 58), Barkhuizen, Ball; not used:
Maxwell, Fowler, McGuire, Titchiner .
ALDErSHot: Young, Herd, Tonkin, Morris,
Brown, Hylton (Bergqvist 90), Vincenti, reid
(Payne 70), Bradley, cadogan (Sinclair 81),
Hector; not used: Mekki, Morris, cooksley,
roberts
referee: Phillip Gibbs
Attendance: 1,757

Mellon gone along
with FA Cup hopes

David Ball pounces on a goalkeeping fumble to score Fleetwood’s second goal Pictures: roB LocK

Alan Goodall’s header goes just over the bar

craig Madden will hold the Town fort


